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The Training Division has sponsored 

three 'annual conferences since 1968. An important 

· recommendation in all these deliberations has been 

the need to develop trainers. This need becomes 

all the more ~mportant because as it is, there is 

today a serious shortage of trained trainers. we 

have been.issuing some training literature on the 

subject from time to time. However, there has been 

stress for some discussion of the subject of 

development of trainers. Shri A.P. Saxena, Deputy 

Director in the Training Division has prepared 
' this monograph on the subject with reference to a . . 

number of important related issues.· It is hoped· 

that it. will serve as a useful source for better 

informed discussion on this important area. 
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BACKGROUND 

A r~ther striking impression one gains from 

a study of contemporary effort for development of 

training, more especially ·in the Government, is in 

.respect of an alm,ost uniform concern with developing.' 

t~iners. In fact, the whole emphasis on trainers as 

a valuable resource for improvement of training 

i~icates ~ major shift. 

. . 

Some time back, -a mention of training usually 

-meant an emphasis on the training_programmes themselves. 

~ese progr~mmesj etther as individual courses,or 

semip~rs, 0r cgnf~ren<]e~ 1 ,had an_ undue emphasison 
. j . . • ' ' ' ,. : -_ ' .. - : •• . • 

new· an~ .better_ training, methods w1 th comparatively 
• ' ' : ,· - • -- I • • - •' (. • ' - ' 

liHlE? ~t;;!;~nt1-~n-_~9 ~he. end-J)~9~U~t,of the training. 
1 '\ • •••• • • ' • • • ' • : • • • • 4 .. • • 

programme !1Jld..the implied contribution of '!;he trainer. . ; _· - ' . . ,:. - - . . '"": : , - . ~ . . : 

Many,_of thE(se aP:proacJ;les are s;l.nce changing w11;h an 
-, ' :• : ' l ; ' . . ·. • • ; . . . . ·- . 

increasing realization. that the development of trainer 
._ ' ,· - ; ·I • . . r. • - . • ~ 

. . 
mar ___ w711 ~o=!-d' the key to the development of training. 

as a discipline. 
. . ~ .... 

Today there is evidence of greater interesi; · · 

in trainer development and the need for programmes·- in . . . .• 

the direction·. Initially the ·concept of traine_r ._. 

d~velopment was .limited to the training·_ 'or: qualified, 

individuals in the techniques and skillS of training! 
' 
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As the complexities of organisatir,ns incnas-;, th: 

training of trainers shc.ult'! .be ezpandad to include . . . ._ . . . ' :· 

the 11why" of training, as well as the ''how",· ev~~; 

though the emphasis yet ,remains on the trai~ing,of a 

trainer without concern for environmental factcrs . ' ·. . . ; 

affecting the individuals ability to. perform as !!-· 
' 

trainer. A fresh look on the subject of developm~nt 
,• 

of trainers suggests that the end goal should not be 

otily the accumulation of training· skills and knowledge 

exclUsively. An additional ana perhaps more significant 

goal from theviewpoint1 of otganisat:l:ori is 'effective' 

traihing, · · TM.s ~~o\ila inc:luae: a: hvely"con·cern for .. 

traineris· motivation, brganisati6n~r·8.11ocat:i.onil 'Of" 
' ' 

authbrtty; and the' deveiopment of 'Policies···eonaueiv~ 

to--effective· training.·. There· :are-numeroUSi schl;iolS ~'' 

or· thought' regarding what trainin{f is 'and h.~~- tlie 
. . ' ' . 
training ·should be implemented.• ··Etfect:tve "training· · 

is 'an' attainable'' goal regardless~·6f:t:b.E:/appY.oacli" tOt 

training and the means or implementation: wh:irlh; Uiay·, c.: 

have to be adoptea. 

'·' . -· . I ~ .1 ' . 

The concept of an effective trainer as the 
' \ • ' ~ • ..;._. • : ~ • -1 • • • • -:_ • ~- •• ·. • ; -·-

'~c;>al of tra~ning de"Yelopment; brc;>adens the frame· of· · 
~ _' • : • .' • . • . ' • • • ·• •. . ,I . - . . -~ . : . -:_ .• '' ' • '- ' .. " 

- :-

;referenqe to include all functionS which may impinge 
; •· • • . ' . . . . . • • • • . . ._ 1 . : 

on the pe~formance ability of a trainer. Adop"'ion ; 
' I ' ' ' • : • : . • ; . . ' • • . ' . -. _' - ' • 

?fa_ more realisti\) and goal may not change the pasj_c 
I . . - • . •. • ' •' 

fac~. that in development of trainer~'· we. are dealing 
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with individuals, even though it docs ir,·•,)l·. · 

looking past the individual to the fulJilment 

of his training responsibilities at an ever 

increasing level of responsibility. 

If training is to be recognised as a viable 

organisational device 1 as a strategy for achiev-
. ' 1 I 

. .!ng organi~a tional goals and as a means of affect-

ing change, suitable programmes td train trainers 

should be rigorously and conscientious.ly pursued. 

Select~d individuals with appropriate skills, 

education and experience should be identified for 
' such trainin~ effort which can be mutually coop• 

erative as far as t~e Government tra~~ing institu

tions are concernedo .A cadre of competent.t~ainers 

can be develo~d and they in their_ turn, can be 

utilized to train ot}iers in an e.ffective, appro-

'-prtate. and_ planned ~;~armer. Qf course, _such·an 

ef1'ort.,will depend for its success on. tl".e degree 

of advdzige planning ?Jld consultation among t;he · 

various institutionso 

How should be the trainers identified for' 
. . 

· ~.uch cooperative training as part of building a 

c~~ f~r the training-institutions? Obviously . ~ . , . 
t~y should have a degree of profes~ional, techni-. 

cal·o~ e_du,cational ex~erience or background. Again, 
' ~ 
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since the trainer is expect~d to act as a change 

ag~nt in the organisation, he will have more need 

for inter-personal skills than for f~ctional 
. . . . l 

expertise, more need for an understanding and 

accepttng outlook. The trainer would need,to have 

some maturity and also reasonabie status ·in the 
' . 

· orgahisation so that he can effectively function. 

Again, he should have the confidence of top admin

iS.trators in his own set:..up !UJd should feel"a sense 

of involvet:Jent. · If trairling is to be envisaged as 

· a ·strategy 1 the training of trainers. nas to be: 

developed.optit:Jally to help the development or·' 

trainers. As a broad yard-stick of qualifying 

background, identified individuals marked for 

training of trainer programmes should have some 

lrn'owledga e.Iid expertise in the tr:-.ining field.: . 
They should have bacY~round in training and conduct• 

of training programmes 1 ·both ·in respect of planning 

and administration~·and be able to demonstrate con-
/ 

vincing evidence of their exper~ence·. a:Q,d int~rest. · 

Th~s may appear as a tal+ order and may Utait the 

number of people who can qual~fy-~ This is no doubt 

true, but it should be appreciated that we can . . . . . 
develop only such individuals and train them, who 

have initially sooe content and quality wh~ch can 

enable them to function as trainers later. 
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ROLE OF THE TRATiiEP 

A trainee has to be made to understand 

about the subject or taslc he is learn1_ng, w1 th . 
• the implied responsibility of the trainer to 

' 
answer such questions as :·¥lliy is the subject 

necessary? Why must it be learned at all? The 

trainee must also appreciate how the subject 

fits into the overall picture. Once he (the 

trainee) thoroughly understands the purpose and 

objectives of the programme, t~e learning 

process is reinforced and he is apt to show 

better understan~ing. The importance of under

standing the reasons 'w~' a ~ubject is necessar/ 
• (as part of the training programMe) may te the 

more important clue. 

Needless to reiterate, the role of a 

trainer becomes very important in the context 

of some of the above questions. Additionally, 

never responsibilities imposed on organisations 

have also an impact on the role of a trainer. 

According to one authority, the pattern of 

situ~tional background implies that the trainer 

should have some altogether new roles. He should 

act as a Consultant to top organisational levels, 

he should be a source of Organisational information 
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and finally as a'synthesis,'he should operate as · 

a Systems Analyst wj.thin the organisation. 

The role of a trainer as a Consultant to 
' 

top organisational levels has an assumption about 

participation by the top levels in training. It 

is common experience how top levels are unable to 

participate direc~ly in the training, due to various, 

reasons. The trainer in the role of a Consultant 

has to break this by attempting to gain the confi

dence of top levels. If a suitable rapport on the 

basis of such confidence can develop into consulta

tion, the trainer will h~ve an opportunity to 

'influence .the top levels· in favour of training. 

Of course, there is the underlying need to provide 

a trainer the skills necess9ry to act as an 

effective consultant. As Beckhard 'puts it :·"The 

I consultant (or person:. in a helping role) always 

enter~ such a relationship as·a·person with authority, 

achie ed either throt~h position or role in the 

' organls~tion or through the possessioh of specialised 
. i -

knowledge. To achieve an effective consultative . 
relat~onship, it is. essential that he underdtand 

the nature of this po;rer and develop skills to use 
~ . 

it in' a way which will be viewed as helpful by the 

p~rsop. receiving the help. 
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A•person entering a consulting or helping 

r~lationship must h~ve the ability to diagnose the 

problem and goals of the person being helped, and 

be able to. assess realistically his own motivations 

for givir.g the help. lie must also recogr.ize the 

limits of his own resources to help in the 

particular situation". (1) 

The role of a trainer as a source of• 

Organisational information has mxny important 

implications than can be envisaged. The whole 

area cf providing adequate information for 
I 

various organisational levels is becoming 

increasingly important. (2) Current develop

ments in the field of inforreation technology 

and the increasin·g stress for development of 

management information systems are well knbwn • 

. It is stated by exPerts in the field that a 

goon trainer can play an· important role in the 

development of an information process in th~ 

organisation through a variety of ways. For 

example, Training Report emanating from the 

organisation's Training Division can be meaning

ful if it is well planned in te.rms of its 

contents. Tbe commen~s of Phillips et al are 

worth citing· here: "The reporting R:"ela tionship 
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of the person responsible for the formulation of 

training p],ans and programmes ·is particularly , 

important, for if the job is to be oone wit~ 

optimum efficiency, he must be able to ·present 
' ' . ' 

his ideas and plans to people in the management 
' who recognise the value of such plans and· who !l.re · 

able to act on them with a minimum ·of discussion 

and other time - consuming maneouvers •i. ( 3) 
. . I 

' . ...:. 
Current thinking within an organisation reflecting 

the attitude, points of view and utterances of 

senior personnel·may be included in such a report •. . . 
.. " . .... 

It will be far more effective than the formal 

cha~els of communication Within the organisation 

in.this area, we very well ~now how the routine 
. 

of communication in large organisations is'so 

\lnneces~arily over-load~d with hedges and checks 

as to make 9ut· any meaningful analysis difficult. 

The trainers job as a Systems Analyst is a 

more difficult ·one even though one can consider it 

as an extension· of the role of trainer as an agent 
' 

of change, The trai~er with a good use of his 
~ 

sltills., as an o'Jserver of human behayiour, can 

develop a comprehension close to a 'systems' 

approach, If tfain~g is believed to bring change 
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in me·thods and proceuures also, the trainer as 

a systems analyst can best brin6 them about by 

his alertness to vrhat is going on ~n the 

organisation ru1d what is the lJeh:tviour of the 

organisation towards the problems of training. 

As a foot-note.to the subject of the 

role of a trainer one can cite the com~ents 

of well known authorities like Dr. John Marsh 

of the British Institute of Management. Dr. 

Marsh feels that today most of us are facing 

'mote than one revolution in our. lives including 

a revolution which he calls the· 'Education 

and Training Revolution'. The economic revo-. . 

lution, the scientific and. technological 

revolution, ·the org_anisatiJnal revolution, 

social revolution·and the managerial revolu-

. tion" indicate some of the dimensions of the 

. ·pr.oblem of t~ining in a changing world. The 

.education and training rev?lution, according 

to Dr• Marsh, is significant in more than one 

way. Today technology is mo~ing forward with 

breath taking speed and irresistible force. 

Manhas split the-atom, conquered space, 

developed fantastic capability in terms of 
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' machines and computer technoll)gy. The bench mar·;s 

used to indicate the general growth of technology 

are bewildering. Training and development in such· 

an environment has more than one relations~ip to 

the work situation, To quote Mars,h, '~perts 

in • • • • • • • Training • • • • • • .• must reach out across 

frontiers, exchange snow-how and confer_t~gether 

because· they too are not exempt from. the changes 
) 

which they so ardently expect from othersn (4-J-·-~. 

And-this process one may add, can only be, 

sustained by process of planned training accomp

lished and based on a programme of deve~opment 

of trainers. 

TRA!m£R CF~CTGRISTICS . . 
The first characteristic of' a good trainer 

is that he sh0uld be "trainee-oriented".· A 

trainee--oriented trainer is one who :ts aware 

of the behaviour of trainees around him,~ not 

as one who only responds to that behaviour but 
0 

as· one who observes and analyses it. The· 

analysis may centre round a number of questions. 

What is the effect on the trainees of the· 

behaviour within and outside the ·class-room? 

What are the training goals a trainee 
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to achieve by the training ? 

The trainee-oriented trainer is capable of 

placirig himself above the behaviour in the 

class-room. He responds appropriately and is 

aware qf the behavi,...ur of the trainees .in .order 

·to achie_ve the goals of the programme. In this 

context, tbe traine~ has also the need to 

adjust his behaviour to the need's of the trainees, 

Secondly, a·good traiher ts ccmmitted to 

perform the tpaining job in a conscientious 
.. - .. _. 

mariner in orde~ to achieve con~tructive training 

goals. Such an approach pas an underlying 

involvement based on lack of intensely rewarding 

per~ onal goals • In this process, a good trainer 

will hold a strong basic reJpect for all 

trainers regarctJ.ess of their status, ·.rhis means 

an understanding of the attitudes and opinions 

·or otl:ers regardless of how ill-informed a 

trainee might.be> Communication in such an 

environment is more effective as trainees will· 

not fear in ekpressing their thoughts and 
. ,. 

feelings. Positive inter-personal interactions 

will develop and promote mutual respect and 

loyalties. On the contrary, any lack of basic 

respect 'for trainees on the part of a trainer 

will be reflected adversely in the entire 
process of training. 



Fin~lly, a good,tr~iner muSt recognise the 

fact that the environment in which he is to live 

and work in a training institution or outsid~ it; 

is constantly changing and is dynamic • 
. , 
~ . . . . . 

dynamic environment includes·the training insti-

tution and it has to be reaiised that new methods, 

procedures, attitudes and skills en the patt of 

a trainer are necessary_ingredients for the . . ' 

.success of the environment- of the instit.ution. 

The trainer is also to be clear about the 
' i 

attitudes and opinions of the trainees, the . ...-.. 

training institution .an:J. the larger envi:r;on.:

ment about }l.imself for a realist;i.c recognition 

of his changing ro,J.e in .. the organisa,tion., 

LISTENING 

The average trainer may spend up to approx

imately half his _1;raining time in +istening. In 

·a training session, the trainer must not only 

listen with ears open, he must li~ten in an alert, 

free and senstive.manner in order to make a 

continuous-apprais~l of his own training. 

However, as .. it i~; many trainers· are. ~nprepared 

to listen carefully and successfully. Research 

indicates that of all the time devoted to 
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Communications, we S¥end about 4?% of that 
' ' 

on listening. It becomes apparent then that 

training in the techniques of list~ning is . 

important ($). 

·Emotional barriers including the 

.Patterns of .authority, various fe&lings about 

particular traibg situations, different ~~ys 
. . , , 

of seeing th: ,~ame .tbing, clasll. o,f :persona'lities . . . 
and varying degrees of impatience often prevent 

good listening. The trainer's ,desire to succeed . . . 
as ~ trainer, to get a favourable response from 

his group may cause him to make errors in his 

listening and translating what· a trainee says, 

Similarly, the trainee's desire to impress or 

leap.frog the learning ~ror.ess might impel him 

to.listen only superficially so that be can 

quickly get over tbe.effort of improving his 

training impression. To make matters wor6e, 

sometimes there is dis-agreement among 

Participants. · Each man may run down. the other 

and thus up-set :be listening process. 

Some people in authority tend to listen 
' 

solely for facts at the expense of ideas. Instead 

of getting the total picture or concept, they 

select the details that interest them. They miss 
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what iS b_ehind an ideal, what the trainee .is 

really saying and feeling, they miss why a. 

trainee says and 

say so. How the 

why he chooses an occa3ion.to 
I . 

comments or conversation of a 

trainee fit into tb$ general pattern of his 
' 

behaviour and performance is also lost ·to the 

trainer who ·listens for facts rather than idea. 
. . 

Some tr~iners may also tend to miss the ideas of 

trainees who express them by interruptions. A 

trainer is likely to feel that others will under

stand him as long as ·:he understand them. 

Questions of expression and differences in leve~ 

may .rl!rther complicate this process of l:tstening 
' . \ 

and take away·.the attention necessary. At the 

same time, the trainer who succumbs t0 all type 

of distractions. dUring training r.annot be listened 
' 

to properly. Distractions have to be controlled, 

if not eliminated, in the interest of learning. 

Trainers who may strongly dis-ag:ee with trainees, 

may more often than not miss the trainee's comments 

as prut of his listening effort. Further if he 

·reacts in anger, or prejudice, a trainer may never 

hear the messages ~nd never be able to help the .. 
trainees. Consequently, the trainees·might even 

feel humiliated and this. may cause a rupture in 
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the training effort- The trainer, therefore, 

has to indicate c0ntinuously that hG is receiv

ing appropriate messages by his listening 

effort. The attention a trainer gives to his 

trainees while_they are expressing, promotes 
• 

confiden~e and better expression apart from 

contributing to the growth of the training 

process. 

A mention may be made here of the 

training programmes being developed to improve 

listening habits and listening comprehension. 

The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension test 

is reported to be used wj.th great success 'in 

such an effort. With the use of a text- bo,SJk 

for the listening improvement course 1 "Are 

you Listening" by Nichols and Stevens (6), 

a 10-weck instruction period has been 

developed with provisions for listening 
-

-.. 

exerc,.;lses each week lasting .15" to' 20 minutes. 

The participants are asked to respond to the 
~ 

questions checking their comprehension on 
I 

the listening exercise~ They are also asked 

to take_a listening note-taking exercise 

several times during the 10-week programme. 
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Substantial improvements for bulk of participant 

in such a liSt~ning course have been refuted.(?) 
' . • (8). This only indicates that today there is 

great awareness of training courses in listen

ing, more especially for trainers. As rightly 

pointed out by the American Management Associa

tion, sometime back, on a different context we 

have talked too much and 'listened too little 

·so far.· . 

A mention may be made here of the efforts 

by the Training Division in present:ng tr~ining 

programmes on Effective Listening. A one-day 

Effective Listening programme was organised to 
. . I 

help participants in proving their unders-tanding 
. I 

of spoken messages,. reports and oral information. . . 

It was expected that most participants would be 
J 

better able to produce a complete and accura~e 

summary of (written or oral) spoken information. 

Special~ prepared exercises and tape-recordings . . . 
were used t~ assist in the learning of improved 

listening skills and abilities. The help of 

audio-visual equipment and other teaching aids - . . 
were supplemented by perti~nt and· current 

literature on adult listening training. ·The one

day programme conducted by.Dr. Paul c. Berg, 
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Director, Reading Centre of the Univgrsity 

of South Carolina. 

As a follow-Qp, a programme has also 

been developed to teach trainers to conduct 

Effective Listening courses. The 5-week 

programme (approximately 33 hours) conducted 

by Dr. Berg, is expected to enable trainers 

know how to use the special trairing aids 

tape-~ecorders and other training material 

for Effective Listening training, It is 

hoped that upon completion of this training 

programme, the participant trainers would be 

able to plan and conduct efficient liStening 

programmes for others. The Training Division 

would be carefully evaluating,the results 

of these p~ogrammes so that further, listening 

programmes can be developed and planned. 

NEED FOR DEVEIDPMENT 

The development of trainers as a field 

of study .iS ·not yet organised as ~ distinct 

;,planned effort. ~Jhile there is a plethora of 

·.literature in the area of training techniques, 

development of trainers by itself is yet not 
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being pursued as a mactor training effort. However, 

the current situation indicates that a body of 

common principles c~ be identified_ on this· important 

subject of tr,a1ners. E\ren though these are at best 

guidelines, a broad degree of their acceptance is 

wide enough to add weight to the _subject. 

Development of trainers in the best of 

circumstances is a·process of growth and change, 

It cannot be assumed that trainrrs can develop 
. ' -

instaneously as against deyelopment spread over a 

period of time, The dimensiorl of time as a 
' \ . 

factor in trainer improvement alone, makes it an 

important point for discussion. There are increas-

ing expectations of -possible changes in behaviour and, 

attitude of trainees through the medium of-trainers. 

Whether or not, e~en throug~ the best of training 
I Jl , 

techniques a trainer can.accomplish these changes, 

cannot be stated straightaway. Even if changes 

are brought.out, whether they are short lived or 
I 

. of some deep import can also ~ot be generalised. 
' ' 

~he key in either of these situations is a trained. 

trainer. A view is even put~forward that the 
. I . 

development of a trainer in the field of training 
' -

is ,organic_ a~d evolutionary. It is rather slow, 

net discernible and even intangible. Depending 
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on the availability of suitable training 

opportunities, the trainer may exhibit improved 

proficiency in his trade but more than that, 

a part of his eevelcpment may still remain 

s ubmergeC:. under the surface. And this leads 
; 

to the next related aspect, e.g., the rcle of 

the organisation in the development effort. 

It is often stated by knowledgeable 

exj>erts that development 'of training · · 

in an organisation is a line responsibility. 

A number of industrial companies in the west 

are planning training efforts on these con

siderations. For example, a view is taken 

that training responsibility cannot be dele

gated to any other functiorary regardless of 

background or speciality. Sometimes, if a 

trainer is not available and a Supervisor 

suggests to a Training Department that a 

course is necessary for his subordinates, he may 

find himself planning and conducting the same. 

The responsibility is in fact beyond the mere 

conduct of the course. It will be expected 

·that_tbe Course Director (whether Trainer or 

Supervisor) ,.,ill be alert to the training needs 
' 

of the personnel and provide opportunities for 

meeting these needs. 
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The role of the Line Manager in-respect to 

training, both in respect of 1 of-the-job• and •on

the~job' trairting.is thus a dual role~ While he 

should make the final decision in the matt-er, he 

should not be forced to accept a' programme that 

has been developed by the Training Department or 

the trainer. The trainer on the other hand has a 

responsibility to see that training is available ' 

to all de~artments and that it is effect~ve. Some

times 1 these approachels· ma.y-c-:reate ·a· -sitttation -... 

of dis-agreement between the trainer and the Line 

Manager, but. the trainer has in all cases the 

responsibility to make available training help
1 

determine training needs and develop and provide 

effective training programme. Accordjng to 

Karpatrick, the role of a trainer is somewhat 

like a medical doctor, who have responsibility for 

the health of their patients without the authority 

to force a member or the family to take a me~iic~:a: 

examination or ~o take the prescribed trea~ment.(9)' 

\ 
In this respect the org·anisational head has 

a very crucial'role. His attitudes and styles might 
' ' . 

directly or indirectly affect the develop-
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ment process of'the 'trainer, in case training 

is an accepted function in the organisation. 

It can even be perceived that the top man because 

of his interest in training, may develop close 

contact with the trainers and add and assist 
' them in their development through his office. 

He may· provide them responsibility, assignment, 

opportunities and finally motivation tO· achieve 

a~-round development as competent trainers • 

. Conversely, should the top man be not appreciable 

of training, at least during his tenure of 

organisation leadership, the development of the 

trainer would suffer a major set-back. 

Related to the contribution or faith 
. . . 

of the top'man in training, is' the question-of 

training climate in the organisation. I~respec

tive of the support or the lack of it from th~ - . ' . 
side of the top man, the climate in an organisa-

tion may or may not be cond~cive to the growth 

of training as a common effo~. In case such 

a climate is not there, undoubtedly the develoP

'ment of trainers would be· a major casuality and 

this is not infrequeht. Sometimes the support 

of o~ganisat;i.ons/departments beginS and ends · . 

with lip s_ympathy to tr<7ining even though only 
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·a great degree of courage may be needed to provoke• 

anyone to concede the failures, in training ·d!!velop

ment. Very obviously, in addition to a set-pack / 

to training per ~' the trainers would also suffer 

a rlegree of devaluation. The organisation may 

not openly come out about its. lack of supp<;>rt to 

training, but yet act in Pl'actice to ensure that 
' . 

the development of trainers recedes into the 

ba.ckgro\md, This pattern of discrepancy is some-

times in evidence and has a great impact on 
' 

hampering the acceptance and development of_ train-

ing .in the organisation. 

In some of the situations mentioned above, 

how should a trainer react? Should he throw-up 

his ,hands in the air and copcede the battle· 

honours to the organis~.tion, and to the organisa

tional .leaders since they do not support or. 

believe in. training. Or should he react tQ the 

situation by assuming a posture based on the. 
' 

premise that afterall the deveJ.opment of a trainer 

is his own individual responsibility and as such, 

should be considered as part of a process cf 

self-development. 
\ 

There is strong evidence in published litera-

ture to support this approach. It is argued that 
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a trainer h:J.s his own unique J:ersonality, 

his o·..ro unique role in the organisation 'l.nd 

his mm ]ob objectives. These characteris

tics to a certain extent distinguish him 

frol!l other functiOJ.arics in the organ::.sa tion, 

Further by and large, he has to operate in a 

field ••hich is yet not fully exp~.ored. Th':? 

challenges implied in an all-round acceptance 

and development of training hs.ve to be square

ly faced and not ignored. These may even 

involve a clash here or a clash there, a lack 

of support now and then and a degree of dis

appointment "'t some stages. But on the 

criteria of self-development, no challenges 

are too small and no goals are too high for., 

an enthusiasti~ trainer. The involve~ent in 

training itself would be a raison de'tre for 

pushing the frontiers of development and lead 

to gro~1th of competence and skills of the 

trainer, But this self develoPment can ohly 

sustain if the trainer is clear about his back

ground, his own needs in training and his 

9bjectives in terms of the organisational 

lil'li t:;. ti ons • 
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FACTORS IN TRAINER EFFEC~IVENESS 

The increasing.complexity of government 

operations and the anxiety for expeditious accom

plishment• of trainirig objectives require that 

the orientation of a tr~iner should be changed 

frfm routine training exercises to something 

different in order to mal{e him more effe.ct;tve. 

The~e are a few factors which can play an 

important role in the effectiyeness.of a trainer. 
! 

t 
(1) Knowl~dge and experience as a trainer -

(2) Motivation 

(3) Organisational frame-work. 

(4) Training policies. 
I I 

Thus,'trainer effectiveness requires skill 

in training, .the ,otivation to utilize these 

skills fully, capability to apply these skills 

and finallY policies which permit a range of, 
. . . ' 

decision.:.making 1 broad enough to accomplish 

training objectives, 

ll'raining in training s'~ills may require 

a continued Class-room type of setting ef.fort 

which may be costly but th~ absence of training 

skills can be even costlier and may be reflected· . 
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in many int..;.;.gH·le "\oTays within the organisation. 

In case a trainer has not been taught training 

skills a:!)propriately, he must be given an 

opportunity to practic~ them. The difficulty 

is not in acquiring knowledge of given train

ing techniques·, but rather to develop skills 

t:pro·Jgb expe.rience in using the techniques. 

A wide variety of training techniques and 

methods are in evidence today and many of them 

are.directly relevant for promoting better 
. . 

s1<ills in training. Obviously, therefore, 

it is necess~ry to familiarise the trainer 

with the di~ferent techniques ef training, so 

that he _is able to make his own technique 
I 

app!aisal wherever necessary for this job. 

There can be two possible approa~hes: either 
' 'demonstrative' or only 'appreciative•. A 

'demonstrative approach' ~11 necessarily be 

of a longer duration sine~ it will involve a 

prolonged exposure of the trainer with the 

various techniques separately. Further, the 

trainer "rill be provided an opportunity to 

individually take part in the practical 

aspects of the techniq11es wherever considered 
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necessary. The •appreciative approach• for 

training in these techniques can conveniently 

be of a shorter duration; since the objective 

here will qe only to very broadly familiarise 

the tr~iner about the techniques. ·However,' .the 

degree of •appreciation• desired will depend.on 

the group.of trainers selected for such a course 

and their individual bac1q~rounds •. 

The different methods of training are not 

applicable and cannot be applicable to ~11 levels 

and variety of participants and to all branches of 

knowledge, In other words, no 'technique is.good 

for all · occasions and everywhere • There are a few 

techniques whiqh may create or even'aggravate 

distortions in the receptivity of the participants. 

A fe'~ techniques even pre-suppose a particular 

background of skills and ·experience in the 

participants. 

In view of some limitations; it may be 

.necessary for a traiper to seiect his own blend

ing of techniques which may be of optimum use to 

. his specific background and to possi"'lE:! participants 

of his future training programmes. This effert to 

attempt training in trainip.g techniques has a rew . 
' ' 
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choices, The course might start with a 'sur-vey' 

of thflse techniques >vhereas another course rr.ay 

attempt a 'discussion' of each techniqLle. The 

duration and ob.jccti'TC of th8 co,ITsc viO'Jld, 

dictate wt.ether it would be usGful to take up 

the 1survey' approach.or the 'discussion' 

approach. While the •survey' approach may be 

easier to accomplish, t~e 'discussion' approach 

has to face a number of in-built deficiences. 

First of all there is the problem of lacl{ of 

indigenous training material i.n these techniques. 

There is also the qllestion of lack of trained 

people to apply these techniques effectively 

and beneficially. Finally, in some institutions 

there is also the lac'' of opportunity to apply 

thes<? training techniques in a.ppropriate 

situations. (10) Huch creative work has been 

done in the development of training of trainers 

programmes but a great deal remains to be done 

cspccial1y in Government training. institutions. 

Nevertheless, there are many excellent training 

programmes, training aids and printed materials 

which can be used for this purpose, 

Successful training methods include active 

trainee participation. The extent of successful 
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trainee partici~ation is the degree to which 
• 

traini~g can be presented with a 9egree of'practi-
' ' ' 

cal bias. Since a trainee may tend to forget most 

of the subjects soon after instruction, learning 

can be most effective when it is immediately follow

ed by an appreciation of its appltcation •. Applica-. 

tion and practica~l comments reinforce memo1;1 and the 

trainer. must create occasions for suc!I trainee 

involvement. Eventually the development of the 

trainee may also require repetition or practi_pe ·• 

The extention of trainer development activities 

to include the additional factor of motivation, organi-
' 

sation and policy will make new claims on. the trainer 

development function as far as the t~ainer is 

concerned, 

Generally motivated behaviour is understeod 

to mean consciously directed behaviour a~ opposed 

to that which is performed as an unattractive res

:ponse. In general, motivated~ehaviour is that 
' 

behaviour which one perceives to be the means of 

attaining and satisfying that means which at that 

time are preponderant in one•s conscious state, 

An individual• s behaviour then i§! dependent upon 

his needs. A.F. Maslow has suggested that there 

exists a certain hierarchy of ~these needs·. ( 1.1) 
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Within this fra:1cworl{ lhslm{ categorises all 

human means into five classes. The rnysiologi

cal needs, the safety needs, the lov~ needs, 

the esteem needs a>d the need for actualisa

tion. The important contribution of l1aslow's 

approach is in his contention that man's needs 

are arranged in hierarchy, cr in oth3r words, 

man's means are directed to fulfilment of his 

most conscious needs. A later amplificati9n 

of the !1aslowf s theory is discernible in the 

work of Fredrick Herzberg. Herzberg contends 

that there exist. two factors. On the one hand 

are the 1hygaenic factors• - those if properly 

maintained act against the individual. At best 

that operate to maintain th2se what Herzberg 

refers to a 'neutral zone'. The motivated 

elements are, according to Herzberg, the 

intrinsic factors. These factors when proper

ly applied and administered have the effect of 

motivating the individual from the needful zone 

to satisfied state. A few of the recognised 

mntivated or intrinsic factors are : growth, 

achieve:ment, responsibility and recognition. 

The numerous hygienic factors are : wages, 

salary, supervision, work rules, etc. (12). 
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Hotivating factors svci'l-lly those which 

relate to job-content ar0 perpetuating. (13) A 

trainer vlho performs in. 3.!1 environment ,.,hether he 

is allowed access to, say, information, freedom 

to affect a decision, training responsibility that 
I 

enaules him to use aptitudes and a general atmos-
• phere of approval will undoubtedly be highly satis-

fied and this cycle is continuous. The specified 

trainer VTill usually seek out more responsibility 

and training authority as his previous 'achievements 

are recognised and rewarded. Not OI.ly is the tra:r.n

ing benefitted by the increased quality and quantity 

of the trainer's contribution, but more significant

ly, the trainer in his own eyes as well as those wf 

the trainees becomes a development trRiner. 

A few activities appropriate to motivating 

trainer can be suggested, These are incentive 

compensation, the stature within the organisation, 

partici]XJ.tion in meetings involving higher or 
. 

equivalnnt levels and invitation to participate 

in other rnanagement and administr'l.tive programmes 

in the organisation. It is apparent that even 

in this limited list, some aetii.'i ties are required 

for trainer develol)ment which are not normally 
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associat~d w.ith the trainer's function such as, 

sal~ry, .administration, public relations, 

employee relations a.Y)d public ac1ministration. 

A trainer who knvws how to motivate has 

distinct advantage over others who do not. Moti

vation will determine whether a trainer can put 

his be·st in the training effor.t or whether he 

will only perform half-heartedly; There can be 

many ways to motivat~ a trainer during the pro

cess of training or development. One can start 

by encouraging and enlisting hts attitudes and 

needs. Another way c;ould be to inform him of 

.. his .progress and having ·him set his own learning . . 
goals. A. s·1ccessful trainer must be able to 

capt;ure complete attention of his gr~up and get 

its cooperation and confidence. By putting the 

trainers at ease, an attempt should be ·made to 
• • discover precisely about their background and 

· encourage them along the objectives of the 

trai~ing programme. The trainer also should 

be told. what he has.to learn for his develop

ment and what· .is ·the over-view of his job. It 

is necessary to be patient during .this phase of 

development·and any·nervousness apprehension or 

·lack ·or confidence has to be overcome by careful 
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motivation. Over supervision or criticism may 

work against the effort of motivation and serious-

ly hamper training, 

A word about the rulated area-of communica

tion. Communication is a highly complex and in

volved process in the context of training •. Generally, 

management text books define communication process 
I as consisting of two people with. a message passing 

between' the!J! .on the analogy of a transmitter and 

a receiver. The ~ransmitter has a purpose of indi

cating •. Ideas are converted into language symbols . . . . . . . 

and thus form the mess.age which is transmitted, The . ~ - -

receiver receives the message, views the language 
. . ,. 

symbols, abstracts .from them their idea-content 
' ' 

and re-acts to the message. ' Fee>d back, of course, 
' 

'is required to souni the transmitter as to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the communication. 

While this ovez:-simplified 'picture of communica-. 

tion may not be valid in the larger context of 
• 

industr,Y or business, it has a relevance to the 

training situation. The trainer has a. unique 

role here. To be effective, he must know~ 

his communication is going to be used·, ~-is 

. going to use it .and .illr£ it is needed. The purpose 

used and the trainec 1s-training needs are the 
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design factors and unless the trainer knows 

these, he will be in no position to design 
- - ' 

an ef[ectbre communication as part of his role 

as a_ trainer. 

It is a difficult exercise to identifY 

·-,the more important communications skills apd 

:may be needed in the context of trainer develop

ment; The:Y,.1c9uld, -range from effective l_is t.ening,. 

effeC'tive reading ·to effective conference le~ding.' 

-·Pau,_l··o• Rourke has identified 12 skills which may 

be relevant in this· exercise.· (14). 

According to DePhilips; an effective 

'instruction is a functfon .of job knowledge, 

teaching s1~ills, experience, personality, train_

, erst attitudes, communication and management. 

-The' importance of'•these factors is indicated by 

-the five ·p s of intelligence, information, 

·initiative, integrity and ingenuity. (15') Planty 
- . 

also states: ·a qualified instructor. must (1 ). be 

familiar with· the subject or skill or attitude 

to be taught (2) know how to teach it effectively, 
. 

and (3) want to teach it. (16). 

The discussion of motivation will not · 

'be' compiete without a reference to the need for 
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continuing gooq morale.· It may be n~_cessary to 

pay attention to the difference variables which 

comprise the personality of the trainer, The 

need for ·good morale is ivell realised today in 

all respects of training developmen~. Identifica

tion of values and. needs' ,the need to .develop job 

security,. initiative a.nd .appreciat;l.ye rev;l.ew of 

perforiJ!ance may hold the key to better mora'le•f· 

Recognition, appreciation and ed.ucation can. always 

motivate a trainer and m·aintain high ·morale. during 

the development .of a trainer p;rogn:.mme_. 

··organisations can encourage .or inhibit 

creative training. They can aid.or frustrate the 

implementation of-training decisions, ·While it is 

largely accepted that· organisations 111us t be. built 

around the capabilities ·of its .constituents, they 

should be flexible enough to take ·note of the 
. . 

contributions of ·others also. Th~ authorities 

... rasponsible for development of trainers should.·.~:. 

have a reasonable voice.withln the .organi~ation. 

Training policies wherever existing have 

to be considered as guidelines for the development 

work~ These policies- should-be used to facilitate .. 
procedures in respect of impl?mentation of trainer's · 
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training plans, When policies are net clearly 

available, this may inhibit the training 

process. Normally these poiicies should cover 

tne full range of training responsibility. 

The important fact is that effective develop

ment of trainers will be achieved if liaison 

be establi_shcd between the nature or the 

performance desired.and the training process 

itself. 

Aneffectivenes-s !lPproach to trainer 

development would tend to change the emphasis 

. (during, training of trainers) from t.he accumula-. . . 
tion of knowledge to the. ability b get training 

· r~sults. It may even require assistance from 

th.an the trainers themselves. Motiv:ttion of 

trainers ,involves intangible as well as material 

factors. As the dimensions of trainer develop

ment efforts increase, the trainer development 

programmes will have to rely more and more on 

upper leve'l support in an org~nisation • 

. Any discussion of the developmen1;; 

of tPainers would be incomplete without a 
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reference to the profile 'of a 1 developed' trainer 

or the proficiency supposed to be a part of such 

a trainer. Some time back, the American Society 
I 

for Training and Development published·a research 

report (17) outlining some of the 1 competencies' 

needed by senior training personnel including . \ . . 

Tra:t.ners. The report was based on ~n extensive 

survey addressed to a wide fiel~ of senior 

training·personnel both in the Government and 

. ind1,1stry •. The list of 'competencies' which the 

survey respondents were asked to evaluate were 

.in•thre~ major areas: knowledge, training 

techniques and abilities.* A·detailed analy~is 

' ' revealed that a few abilities were rated consist-

e'ntly. v~ry 'important by over 8~ •f the respon

dents. These abilities related to : (1) Deter-

mination of training needs within the organisa

tion (2) Obtaining organisation support for a 

training function, (3) Defining the objectives ef 

the training programmB. It is significant how 
. 

these three areas appear so meaningful when we talk 

about development of tr~ers in our own environment. 

It is undenied that a trained trainer should be 
' 

able to appreciate ~nd determine effectively the' 

* For the Research Survey, knowledge and Ability 
were definod thus : Knowledge - The understanding 
'or perception of information needed for employee 
training work. Ability - The capability of carrying 
out a specific activity in connection with the work 

. _o_:t_ . ..t:r_a_ining. · 
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traifl:ing needs of the qrganisation and the 

objectives of the training prflgrammes. It is 

interesting to mention that t,he sucyey also 

indicated that training personnel in the 

Government needed basically the same •compe

tencies' as toose in in<]uf!try, Irrespective 

of the debate as to whether a trainer can be 

part of a 'defined' profession, the neen to 

list at least a few common areas of develop

ment for-him remains valid, and studies lik~ 

the one cited above c~n be. very helpful t~ 

.a·ssis.t further work in this direction in our 

~.raining institutions interested ·in the develop

m~nt of trainers. The co~ments of McGehee and 

Thayer are worth noting: "An individ~al must . - . . . . . .. 

have a· rea.Sonable degree of· comm te:-~~q in . . 

knowledge and skills if he is to instr~ct 

another 'person in tasks requiring theseSkills 

and Io1owledge. He does not· have to lll a star, 
' . 

but he must at least be capable ef playing on 

the team if·he is going to act as a coa~ • .". 11(18) 

As a rela~ed thought to the subject 

of competencies is the whole question ef'train-
. ' . 

ing of ~rainers in management •. (19) That we 
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should train trainers in management for at 
' . . 

least two distinct reasons : to help perform 

better their training work.and to prepare some 

of them for more specialised training assign-

ments, ·is largelY. accept~d. This also includes 
• 

the need to develop wholesome attitudes and thus 

improve the trainers ·operating effectiveness, 

The underlying objective of such'management 

· trainirig is· riot til impart extra knowledge but 

to deveiop the trainer's abilities and out-look 
• 

an:d ·to give an appreciation of the o.ther areas of 

management outside the trainer's own speciality.· 

In other words, such training would help the 

trainer to think through t.IWproblems that 
' . . . 

confront him in his job, leading him to ·develop 

eventually as a more effective trainer. 

As a broadest common approach,. the concept 

of such management ·training would include the well- · 

known functions of planning, organising, coo~dinat

ing, ·motivating and controlling •.. some of these 

have been discussed in the earlier sections in this 

monograiJil• Since the purpose of effecti-ye manage'"\ 

ment is also construed as an,ability to achieve 

results through the effort of others, management 

training must involve full recognition of human 

.values and individual personalities. Training in 
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the. Subj~ct of manat;ement would enable the 

t,rainer to think about his job in terms of 

specific concepts, and will impro•'e~ his mental 

flexibility. By freeing the trainer from any 

Po,ssible narrow view of his work 'it will alse 

enable him to see. the need fQr change, to grasp 
' ,_ ' . 

_ne~r <ievelopments quickly, to retrain himself 

when necessary and to ·develop creativity, 
. I '" - ' . 

. .. judgement and planning. 

Formal/InfCII' m.al Training 

rn·setting out to ensure the flow of 

t,.~airied traipeil.'s, it seems important . to ·devise 
. . 

a trainer development programme which is a 

blend ·of both formal and informal methods. 
' Nei ~re r may be· completely sufficient by itself 

to 'prod,uce the kirrl. of trainers, institutions 

niuiit':have -a year ahead. Even the most perceptive 

ot Training'institutions.directors or others would 

be ha.rd put to forecast with ,reasonable accuracy 

the 1;taining requirements over the next few years 

or;a dec8.de. The interests and the snheres of . --
activities in the Government are changing too , 

rapidly. Wnat we do know is that·the responsibi

'lity in producing these trainers When they are 

-needed rests to a large w.easure on all of us 
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engaged in the training f~.eld today. Some of the 

future training needs may be fi~ed from the ~pen 

market by attracting qualified persons from other . . . 

organisations. But it may be unwise to count· 

on this method alone. There are not enjugh trained 

trainers to go around and the competition .for their 

services may become k~?en. Improved salary scales, 

perquisites and other working amenities which are 

being offered.may make it more difficult ·to persuade 
I 

brilliant trainers to leave their existing surround-

ings for individual positions which nay at best 

entail some risk. There are also instances where 

the advantages in using tra~ners already familiar 

with.a institution, precludes see\ing the services 

of s~meone outside. the organisation. 

It seems that•the informal means of develop

. ment ·of a trainers' potential· operates on a more 

personal and individual basis than does a formal 

· training programme. Formal train:i,ng can be well 

planned in advance. It has car~fulzy pre-determined 

objectives ~d definite approaches for accomplishment. 

It is prepared to impart knowledge of specific 

subject matter in a planned sequence and ord·er. 

But it differs most from an informal programme .in 

that it is drawn-up without any specific ~n~ividual(s) 

in mind. Any number of trainers mar run through a I 
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formal course o~ trai~ing and by and large 'they 

will.receive ·same inf9rmation and ~Till be· exposed 

-to identical m'3.tcria,l. 

An informal training programme is ideally 
. ' 

a supplement to a prescribed formal PFogr~mme. 

Formal instructions are important and nec~ss~ry 

and should function as a basis of trainer 

d~ve1opment programmes. Some authorities feel - . ' . ', 

that after ~ number of trainers have been exposed 

as a group to formal training, they should next . . . 
move into informal programmes Which will seek . . .. 

to acquaint them mqrc specifically with their ·. . ' . 

future job requirements and undertake their 
• .,-i ··. • 

de~elopment as an individual. It is argued 

that s~,ce no two trainers are exactl~ alike, 
~~ r • ~ •• 

the· methcd s used to develop th'eir ~otential . 

as' trainers must be tailored to their individual . . . 
personalities. As a follow up to a formal 

prograu:me, an informal continuing instruction* 

assumes great importance for trainer development. 

* For 'a detailed dfsc:-ussion on.the tr..eme of 
Continuing Education and its need for develop
ment of trc.:t.;;ir::g, see, T.N. Chaturvedi, 'Public 
.Service and ~lodern Challenges - Need for 
Continuing Ejucation•, based on a paper• 
presented &t tr..e firs~ course on Tr~ining of 
Trainers, Indian Institute of Public 
Administrationt 1970, and issued a5 ·Training 
Abstract No. 1u, Training Division, Deptt. of 
Personnel, Cabinet Secretariat, Sept. 1970. 
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; The aboye· approac~. ·whether as part of 

t formal' or 'informal' training has to be related 
I to the need for preparation of realistic and 

meaningful training plans, These plans will depend 

for their success on a matching of resources and 

faciiities vis-a-vis the training needs of the 

trainers, The best of the plans cannot meet all 

training_needs as the requirements of a trainer 

should be visualised as a continuing process, At 

·best, one can lay-do~m priorities, This effort 

to balance needs and resources is aldo. related to 

the question whether institutional resources and 

facilitie.s ar~ adequate to meet the demaiY.ls or the 

resources have to be supplemented by assistance of 

other sources, Even though an·absolute balancing 

can neither be attempted nor achieved, reasonable 

efforts for the exercise should be made otherwise 
. 

the formulation ·of training plans will be devoid 

of well-defined targets and thus get lost in the 

total picture of trainer development. 

CONCLUSION 

In the development of trainers it is difficult 

to. determine which of the various factors make the 
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~argin of.difference ~n a successful training 

programme. The question is difficult to answer 

because of the inter-relationships of various 

factors which impinge upon the success of any 
' • given t:raining. Clearly it is difficult to have 

I 

a good programme if an understanding ·of the 

· requiremen.ts of the trainers is not considerE;ld. 

To make a successful programme which enthuses 

trainers, maintains t~eir interest and causes 

them to talk about it, is largely dependent 

. upon the value of the· programme. The literature 

on the sub;]ect indicates a few psycP,ological 

approaches· to thiS difficult subject on the 

basis that. a trainer has to be developed to be 

·concerned with organisational goals and personal 

goals ~lao, because if it does not satisfy both 
. ' 

hi;:; develoPment will fail. The. psychological 

approaches have also as a supper~, the concept 

of •'behaviour-directed :training'. ·Simply stated 

the· psychological concept stipulates that an 
. 

individ!lal dis-engages from the learning ·situation 

when h~s personal goal has been achieved. It is 
. . . 

ar~ued that a major role "of such training will be 

. to _satisfy pe:!'sonal goals which 1:1.re complimentary 

to the goals of the organisation. Behaviour-
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directed training implies that the activities, ideas 

and -subj~ct matter of a training programme should be 
,• ' 

orj,.ented, direoted and structured. to rui.ve direct 

application in behaviour on the job of the tr~ainer. · 

The participants are expected to .face and solve 

problems and solve them better with the information 

and guidance ·of such a training programme. The 

behaviour-directed training Mill requires 

a) applying organisational-goals as a standard 

b) what behaviours are relevant in terms o.f that stmdard 

c) designing the training· to cover the problem. areas, and 
\ 

d) training fo:r;'. better be}l.avi-our in the performance of 
' . . 

a trainers job. These concepts could be en'\"isaged 

as reasonable goals for a developed trainer. Practical· 

results in the . .form of published studies are few, 

and as such ma:ey feel that while the·.-concepts can 

provide the direction,-'it yet remain::; to be seen' 

how far on a practical basis, significant behaviour 
. ' . .,( 

dhan"ges can be e-xpected on tne basis· of such an 

approach. 

Today the trainer, faced with increasingly 

complex preasures in rapidiy changing_ environments, 
' . 

must hav~. guidanc~ for planned development'. He 

cannot be expe~ted to improve without being adequately 
' 

developed to take part in the process. Since the role 
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of trainer will be tough and demanding, it is 

onJ.;r necessary that we should train trainers as 

well, for at least two distinct reasons i to 

help them perfo~m be.tte;r thei~ trainirig wrk, 

and to prepare _so_me of them for more sp~cialised 

training assignments. Jhese of, course, ii1clude 
. ' . 

the- ~eeq to develop attitudes and thus ,improve 

·th~ ._o_peratiye effectiveness of a trainer. 

Since adequate numbers .of trainers are 

not available, the ·above comments becomE_! .more 

pertinent. :As a_possible. approach, the gap may . 
be·f:i,lled by indiyidual trainers who ha:ve other 

.-. . . . . 
specified j~b but can· arrange ro·-spend ol)._ a 

part~ti~e-basis some time ·on traini.rig ac~ivity. 

±h~se iridividuals could provide training I:elp · 

during-the period whiie.fu~l-time trainers are 

be'fu~ 'd~veloped through. etperieilce and training • 
. ,•, . 
-How 'far this a:pproach may' wo,rk is uncertaiil 

'be-caus'e such experienced' individuals may be 
' '' ' ... 
'difficult :to ·locate, and persuaded to spare time 
.~ :- - -· ,. ,.. 

ro·r training _a:cti vi t.Y. 

' .. It would be relevant to mention here 
··-- .. ·. 

"on~ _importimt contributing cause to the need for 

•. q~velopment of trainers. Today not only qualified 

trainers are far too short of the needed strength, 
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there is also a degree of pronounced difficulty 

·in their recruitment. As· far as the G0vernment 

institutions are concerned, developed trainers are 

often lost due to administ-rative transfers- and 
I 

postings, thus depriving am institution or: trained . 

hands. opem market ·recruitment by. go...-ernme:nt ins ti

tutiollB is not very helpf~l because of their -inability:·)--<· 

to offer competing and attractive remunerati~ns. · The 

non-government institutions have also their o~ problems . 
• ! . • . . ' > 

~n this areas of recruitment •. Firstly, the pool of 
' 

eligible candidates is much too smal:).._while the 

claimants are many. Secondly, the relative reputation 
' - - . - ·'"' 

. and tradition .of training 1-nst:ttu~ior;s acts as a 

limiting. factor_,. These cumulatively result in a degree 
I . • ·' - · · ·· . r - . 

of mobility with personal Shi.fting from one institution 

to another,. thus keeping alive the issues of recruit-. . ' - - . '-- - . '' . 

ment •. F.urther!llo;r_e,: tp\)_ prob:).._em become genlJ.inely 
--

difficult for .specified training_ pr~grammes/subjects' 
. _._ . 

where the available ·expertise is, to start with, . - .. ' 

limited. This appreciation o~ly highlights a common 

conclusion-that since experienced and qualified trainers 
- . 

are currently in short supply, the development of 

trainers as ~rt of training effort cannot-be del~ed. 
. . 
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